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1. INTRODUCTION

The coding of images and video introduces artefacts like blockiness, blurriness, ringing etc. Blockiness is the most common artefact in block based compression techniques. For fixed size DCT blocks, in high compressions, luminance changes do appear as regular patterns at the DCT block boundaries. Many researchers [1-11] have designed objective quality meters which use engineering approaches to determine the image quality. They are divided into full reference (FR), reduced reference (RR) and no reference (NR) meters. Full reference requires the entire reference image to be available at user end while reduced reference requires some features of the reference image. No reference meters don't require any information of reference image to be available at user side.

In literature various kinds of spatial maskings are used by the researchers ranging from very simple tools to the very complex psychological models. Many of them have studied the non-linear behavior of human visual system and its sensitivity with frequency variations. The aim of this paper is to investigate how important is the sophistication of a spatial masking in the accuracy of a quality meter and whether it is or is not equally effective for all types of the reference models. Our experiments show that if the blockiness detection is accurate then by using the reference information the role of spatial masking is reduced. However, in no reference mode the spatial masking is required to compensate the absence of any reference information.

For the full and reduced reference meters, different masking techniques are applied which improve the quality of meter but improvement is not much significant in weight if compared with the complexity and processing time consumed for masking.

The simplest masking includes edge cancellation between reference and coded images but it is only applicable for FR and RR modes only. Edge cancellation process helps to distinguish between natural edges of the image and sharp edges due to blockiness artifact. The edge cancelled image which contains edges only due to blockiness is then processed for frequency domain analysis to estimate the distortion.

For NR meter, more complex masking technique is required to mimic the behavior of human visual system. Edge cancellation process is not possible in no reference mode therefore a more reliable blockiness detector is required to discriminate natural edges from artificial edges appeared due to blockiness. Fortunately we have shown that through Fourier analysis one can easily separate the periodic pattern resulting from the regular blockiness edges from the irregular natural edges [12]. For the effective spatial masking, one can use Fiorentini and Zoli [13] masking technique after the edge detection process to mask the distortion before quantifying the blockiness in frequency domain. They calculate the masking function for each pixel by using the adjacent pixel values in order to compensate the distortion locally to apply the property of human visual system. The perception is that the humans observe less distortion in detailed areas because the distortion is masked by the details present in adjacent pixels. This technique of course has no masking effect on the regular edges resulting from the blockiness. This masking technique can be very useful in the no reference meter but it requires more processing time as discussed in section V.

We have tested various masking functions with the three FR, RR and NR models on LIVE image...
database [14]. There are 233 images in this database, where they are DCT coded and compressed at various quality. There is a mean opinion score (MOS) assigned to each compressed image, where we can test the accuracy of our meters against these scores.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of blockiness measurement in frequency domain and the details of blockiness detection for each model is given in its own section. Section III explains blockiness detection and the role of spatial masking in Full Reference model. These for the Reduced Reference model are given in section IV and those for No Reference model are given in section V. Finally the concluding remarks are given in section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKINESS MEASUREMENT

Since, the Blockiness artifact is due to the discontinuities in pixel intensity across DCT block boundaries, for a fixed DCT block size i.e. 8x8, this discontinuity appears as a periodic pattern. Transforming the pattern into a frequency domain, it will appear as harmonics at certain frequencies. The periodicity of the pattern makes it easy to discriminate blockiness edges from the natural ones. The strength of these harmonics are proportional to the amount of blockiness in the coded picture. The sum of energy concentrated in these harmonics is therefore used for blockiness estimation [12].

III. FULL REFERENCE BLOCKINESS METER

In full reference meter, the complete reference image is used with the coded image to determine the quality. Initially the distortion meter is designed using the frequency domain approach without using any spatial masking technique. Section A of this part discusses the blockiness estimation in full reference mode using harmonics analysis in frequency domain and in section B the impact of different spatial masking is discovered to improve the quality of distortion meter.

a) Overview of Blockiness Estimation in FR Mode

The block diagram of the simplest full reference meter without using any spatial masking is given in figure below.

![Block diagram of full reference blockiness meter](image)

Due to the availability of complete reference image at user end, the first step is to apply the edge detection process on both reference and coded images. It is used to determine the sharp luminance edges which
might be because of the details present in the image or because of the blockiness artifact, as blockiness results in sharp luminance discontinuities at DCT block boundaries. The edge detection process is performed in horizontal and vertical directions on both images separately. The chances of misreading textual details to be treated as blockiness artifact are reduced by using gradient versions of both images.

Since, the blockiness distortion is not likely to be the same in all parts of the image, therefore both of the resulted edge detected gradient images are then divided into blocks in spatial domain to determine the blockiness locally for each block. The block size must be any multiple of 8x8 (DCT block size). Here 32x32 block size is selected to keep the appropriate distance between harmonics. After block processing, each block is transformed into frequency domain and harmonics are calculated for each block for both gradient images. Each block of 32x32 will have a DC coefficient and two repetitive groups of 15 ac components in horizontal and vertical directions denoted by H1-H15 and V1-V15 respectively. Of these ac components, the particular frequency components are extracted which have same spatial frequency as the blockiness pattern (i.e. 8 pixels/cycle) and its multiples, called harmonics. These harmonics can be determined using the following equation.

\[ f_k = k \times \left( \frac{w}{8} \right), \quad \text{for} \ k = 1, 2, \ldots, \left( \frac{w}{8} - 1 \right) \quad (1) \]

where, \( f_k \) is the frequency of harmonics in cycles per window (cpw), and \( w \) is the width of the FFT window. For 32x32 FFT window, the interested harmonic frequencies are 4 cpw, 8 cpw, and 12 cpw, which are in fact the H4, H8 and H12 for the horizontal direction, and V4, V8 and V12 for the vertical direction. The equations for the horizontal and vertical blockiness parameter are given below:

\[ Rh = \frac{\sum (H_4 + H_8 + H_{12})}{\sum n=1 H_n} \quad (2) \]

and

\[ Rv = \frac{\sum (V_4 + V_8 + V_{12})}{\sum n=1 V_n} \quad (3) \]

The above ratio is calculated for each 32x32 pixels block of reference and coded images and then compared to determine the amount of blockiness locally for every block of the coded image. The blockier an image is, the higher will be the harmonics to AC components ratio. Finally, the blockiness of each block is accumulated at the end for a single quality metric.

The objective results are compared with the mean opinion scores of images from LIVE image database. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 95.75% is obtained by using the above full reference frequency domain analysis without using any complex spatial masking technique.

**b) Effect of Spatial Masking in Full Reference Mode**

The spatial masking helps to compensate the distortion according to the local spatial activity of the image. In this section, different spatial maskings techniques are applied with the above full reference meter to compare its effect and highlight the importance of spatial masking in quality estimation.

The simplest spatial masking is implemented by cancelling the textual edges between gradient versions of reference and coded images. For blockiness estimation, the detection of sharp luminance edges at DCT block boundaries are needed whereas simply edge detection process may treat natural edges and textual details as blockiness distortion. To avoid misinterpreting textual edges as blockiness, Edge Cancellation process is included which cancels the natural edges and leaves only edges because of blockiness artifact. It improves the efficiency of distortion meter.

The edge cancelled image is obtained by taking the difference of reference and coded gradient images. To determine the blockiness locally, the edge cancelled gradient image is divided into blocks and then each block is transformed into frequency domain. If the coded image is affected by blockiness then the edge cancelled gradient image must have harmonics at spatial frequencies and by comparing the harmonics with other ac coefficients, the blockiness can be estimated accurately. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 96.12% is obtained by including the edge cancellation process which improves the above results by 0.3%. The block diagram of the full reference meter with edge cancellation process is given below.

![Block diagram of FR blockiness meter with edge cancellation process](image-url)
As the human visual system is non-linear and sensitive to different frequency variations this means that users observe different amount of distortion depending upon the adjacent details. The distortion will be masked by the nearby details and be less visible to human observers. Applying more sophisticated masking technique includes the features of human visual. This property is implemented by using the masking technique by Fiorentini and Zoli [13]. For this purpose, the local masking function is calculated for each pixel using the adjacent pixel values to implement the property of human visual system. For each pixel in gradient reference image, the adjacent horizontal and vertical pixels (5 adjacent pixels) are compared and the minimum value is chosen which represents the maximum masking effect for that pixel. The process is applied for each pixel of gradient reference image and the final masking function is determined which contains the spatial activity of the reference image.

The masking function is then convolved with the edge cancelled coded gradient image to mask the distortion. Then the block processing is applied on masked coded image and each block is transformed into frequency domain analysis. For each block, the harmonics to other ac coefficients ratio is calculated to determine the blockiness distortion locally. Finally, the distortion of each block is accumulated in the end for single value. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is improved to 96.25% by using this masking technique.

To conclude the discussion for full reference distortion meter, the table below summarizes the effect of spatial masking on full reference meter.

**Table 1**: Effect of different maskings on FR blockiness meter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FR Blockiness Meter</th>
<th>Processing Time</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without Any Masking</td>
<td>1 Unit</td>
<td>95.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Cancellation</td>
<td>1.33 Units</td>
<td>96.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiorentini and Zoli Masking</td>
<td>4.18 Units</td>
<td>96.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the availability of the complete reference image at user end in full reference mode, the spatial masking has not much importance in full reference mode. However, it helps to improve the accuracy of the meter but it increases the complexity and processing time of the system. Since masking also increases some processing burden to the quality meter, the table also shows how much this is increased due to the calculation of masking function.

**IV. REDUCED REFERENCE BLOCKINESS METER**

The availability of some reference features at user end in reduced reference mode helps to reduce the complexity of spatial masking. Part A of this section discusses the blockiness estimation in RR mode without using any spatial masking technique while part B examines the role of spatial masking in reduced reference meter.

*a) Overview of Blockiness Estimation in RR Mode*

Since, blockiness has periodic patterns which are represented by harmonics in frequency domain, therefore the strength of ac coefficients at harmonics frequency i.e. 4th, 8th and 12th ac coefficient of each block in frequency domain are used as reduced reference parameter. The block diagram of the simplest reduced reference blockiness meter without using any spatial masking is given below.

**Fig 4**: Block diagram of FR blockiness meter with spatial maskings

**Fig 5**: Block diagram of reduced reference meter without any masking
For RR meter, a similar approach to FR is used except that, instead of using complete reference image, some of its features are used which reduces the quality of RR meter. The procedures include edge detection, block processing (of 32x32 pixels in spatial domain) and then frequency domain analysis of each block to determine the strength of harmonics of reference image. For each block, vertical and horizontal harmonics of the reference and coded images are compared to calculate the amount of distortion locally. The equations of vertical and horizontal harmonics of reference and coded images are given below.

\[ R_{\text{ref}} = \sum(H_4 + H_8 + H_{12} + V_4 + V_8 + V_{12})_{\text{reference}} \quad (4) \]

and

\[ R_{\text{coded}} = \sum(H_4 + H_8 + H_{12} + V_4 + V_8 + V_{12})_{\text{coded}} \quad (5) \]

Finally, the average of blockiness distortion is calculated at the end for a single quality metric. The RR meter is tested on LIVE image database and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 88.2% is obtained with no spatial masking used.

b) Effect of Spatial Masking in Reduced Reference Mode

In the above RR distortion meter, natural edges in the reference picture located at DCT block boundaries may be treated as blockiness which may be mistakenly considered as harmonics in frequency domain. To improve the quality of RR meter, the sharp edges at DCT block boundaries must be distinguished with edges due to blockiness artifact. For this purpose, edge cancellation process is applied to cancel natural edges of reference image. However, edge cancellation in RR mode is not as effective as in FR mode because it only cancels edges at block boundaries and leaves the remaining natural edges within the block. For edge cancellation in RR mode, the check is applied on each block to determine that weather the corresponding block is affected by blockiness or contains natural edges. Due to the fact that the blockiness increases the harmonics amplitude therefore if the strength of harmonics of coded image is greater than the harmonics of reference image i.e. \( R_{\text{coded}} > R_{\text{ref}} \), then consider that block as blocky and determine the amount of blockiness by the difference in harmonics amplitudes. Using the edge cancellation process the correlation coefficient is improved by 5.39% which becomes as 93.59%.

The quality of distortion meter may be improved by including the spatial masking of Fiorentini and Zoli [13] as performed in FR mode. This masking is discussed in detail in section III. Here the masking is performed separately on reference and coded images in spatial domain before block processing. The harmonics of masked reference image are used as reduced reference parameter and compared with the harmonics of masked coded image to determine the amount of blockiness in coded image. The block diagram of the meter after including Fiorentini and Zoli is given below.

**Table 2 : Effect of different maskings on RR blockiness meter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masking Method</th>
<th>Processing Time</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any Masking</td>
<td>1 Unit</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Cancellation</td>
<td>1.2 Units</td>
<td>93.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiorentini and Zoli Masking</td>
<td>6.7 Units</td>
<td>94.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to unavailability of full reference image at user end in RR mode, the edge cancellation process helps to discriminate between natural edges and edges due to blockiness. But using complex masking techniques may improve the results but they require more processing time as shown in table 2 above.

V. NO REFERENCE BLOCKINESS METER

The spatial masking has more importance in no reference mode to compensate the absence of any reference information. The basic idea of blockiness estimation is the same as used for FR and RR techniques above. Part A explains the method for
measuring blockiness distortion in no reference mode and in part B, the role of spatial masking is discussed using different masking techniques.

a) Overview of Blockiness Estimation in NR Mode

There is only coded image available to determine the quality therefore all processes which includes edge detection, block processing and frequency domain analysis must be applied on the coded image itself. The block diagram of the NR meter without using any masking is given below.

Fig 7: Block diagram of NR meter without any masking

After the edge detection and block processing in spatial domain, the blockiness is estimated in frequency domain by comparing the amplitude of harmonics to other ac coefficients as blockiness results in harmonics in frequency domain due to their periodic patterns at DCT block boundaries. Due to absence of any reference, the accuracy of NR meter is not as good as FR and RR approaches because there are chances of interpreting natural edges as blockiness as their cancellation is not possible without any reference information. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 83.72% is achieved for no reference blockiness meter without using any masking.

b) Effect of Spatial Masking in No Reference Mode

The absence of reference information reduces the quality of NR meter as there is no other way to distinguish between natural and blockiness edges except the distortion must be masked before frequency domain analysis. For this purpose, the spatial masking from Fiorentini and Zoli [13], discussed in section III, is applied on edge detected version of the coded image itself to mask the distortion according to the local spatial activity. Here, the same coded image is used to determine the spatial activity because the overall spatial activity of the coded image would roughly be same as of reference picture. The rest of the procedures are same as used for above techniques. The block diagram of the NR meter with spatial masking is given below.

Fig 8: Block diagram of NR meter with masking

The correlation coefficient of 90.30% is obtained by including the spatial masking from Fiorentini and Zoli.

The table below summarizes the effect of spatial masking on no reference meter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NR Blockiness Meter</th>
<th>Processing Time</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any Masking</td>
<td>1 Unit</td>
<td>83.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Cancellation</td>
<td>Not Possible due to absence of any reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiorentini and Zoli Masking</td>
<td>3.6 Units</td>
<td>90.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above results show that the spatial masking is essential in NR mode as natural edges of the image may be treated as blockiness edges because of the absence of any reference information.

VI. CONCLUSION

The aim of the work is to determine the importance of spatial masking in FR, RR and NR modes. Different masking techniques, from simple to complex, are applied on all three types of meters. The algorithm is tested on LIVE image database of blocky images compressed at different compression rates. The
database consists of 233 images with their mean opinion scores. The results show that the complexity of spatial masking can be reduced by using the reference information. For FR meter, in table 1, due to availability of complete reference image, there is virtually no need of using any masking techniques. The accurate blockiness detection is possible using the gradient versions of reference and coded images. However, in RR mode, in table 2, the features of reference image can be used to distinguish natural and blockiness edges to improve the quality of distortion meter. Simple cancellation of natural edges at DCT block boundaries helps to develop a reliable distortion meter and there is no need for any sophisticated spatial masking.

Finally, in NR mode, as in table 3, complex masking techniques are required to compensate the absence of any required information, this is because some part of natural edges may be miscalculated as blockiness and the masking will reduce this miscalculation. However, the accuracy is not as good as for FR and RR meters. It shows that the spatial masking is necessary to compensate the reference information but if the reference information is available, the role of spatial masking is not vital.
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